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Over the past decade, there has been a growing interest in large-scale and privacy-concerned machine learning, especially in the situation where the data cannot be shared due to privacy protection or cannot be centralized due to computational limitations. Parallel computation has been proposed to circumvent these limitations, usually based on the master-slave and decentralized topologies, and the comparison study shows that a decentralized graph could avoid the possible communication jam on the central agent but incur extra communication cost. In this brief, a consensus algorithm is designed to allow all agents over the decentralized graph to converge to each other, and the distributed neural networks with enough consensus steps could have nearly the same performance as the centralized training model. Through the analysis of convergence, it is proved that all agents over an undirected graph could converge to the same optimal model even with only a single consensus step, and this can significantly reduce the communication cost. Simulation studies demonstrate that the proposed distributed training algorithm for multi-layer neural networks without data exchange could exhibit comparable or even better performance than the centralized training model.